
Вступительная работа    по английскому языку   в 6 класс 

Выполнил(а) ____________________________________ Дата ____________ 

 

I. Choose the correct answer.  (Выберите правильный ответ) 

1. Jane … (am /is/ are) from France. 

2. Robbie Williams is from England. He is … (American /British/ English). 

3. Ben and Kerry are students. … (They /them/ their) favorite film is 

Godfather. 

4. This book isn’t John’s. It’s … (his /mine/ my). 

5. March is … (three /thirth/ third) month of the year. 

6. I am a … (stronger /strong/ the strongest) swimmer than my brother. 

7. There are … (some /a/ any) paintings in the living room. 

8. There aren’t … (a /any/ some) cushions on the sofa. 

9. These … (woman  /womans/ women) are beautiful. 

10.  You can buy bread at the … (butcher’s /baker’s/ chemist’s). 

11.  Put these glasses in the kitchen’s … (wardrobe /bath/ cupboard). 

12.  (On /at/ in) Saturdays I get up early and have a shower. 

13.  I go to the mall with my friends … (on /at/ in) the afternoon. 

14.  (Do /did/ does) … he usually play the guitar? 

15.  Your son's daughter is your … (sister /niece/ granddaughter). 

16.  (Whose /Who/ Who’s) …  your favorite athlete? 

17.  He wants to … (join /study/ perform) the drama club. 

18.  Julie … (drive /drive/ is driving) a car at the moment. 

19.  Don’t worry, we have … (lot /much/ lots) of orange juice in the fridge. 

20.  You … (can’t /mustn’t/ can) visit this shop in the evening, It’s open late. 

21.  Jenny’s skirt … (matches /fits/ looks) the colour of her eyes. 

22.  Eighty years ago there … (isn’t /wasn’t/ weren’t) an airport on the island. 

23.  He likes comedies because they are … (scary /funny/ sad). 

24.  Sue loves … (sharing /chatting/ writing) with her friends online. 

25.  The books are … (in /between/ at) the bookcase. 

 

II. Match the phrases. 

1. I can’t meet you before 10.                        A. Bruce and William’s. 

2. Do you have any brothers?                        B. Yes. It was great! 

3. Do you want to go to the park?                  C. It’s a must-see. Don’t miss it. 

4. Whose brother is John?                              D. That’s not a problem. 

5. It sounds like you really enjoyed it.           E. No, I’m the only child. 

6. What do you think of Avatar?                    F. That’s a good idea. 

 



PART II. ( Устная часть) 

I. Read the text. Mark the statements 1 - 7 True (T), False (F), Not 

Stated (NS) (Прочитайте текст и определите являются ли ниже 

приведенные утверждения верными, неверными или о них в 

тексте не сказано). 

I am Anne. I’m British and I’m going to describe my living room to you. 

My living room is very big and bright. I keep it clean and tidy because it is my 

favourite room in the house. Its walls are blue and the floor is pink. On the floor, in 

the centre, there is a big blue carpet. On it I have my two sofas, a coffee table and a 

stool. There is also a small round table where I sometimes put the book I am reading. 

I enjoy reading so there is a bookcase with many books in it. On the bookcase there 

is a vase with a small plant and an old clock. In one corner of the living room there 

is a big plant in a vase.  

The living room is very warm in winter because it has got a fireplace. Above it there 

are some pictures. Next to the fireplace there is a round table with a table lamp on 

it.  

There are four windows and two of them have got lovely violet curtains I made 

myself.  

I like to read and have a rest in my living room. It’s warm and cosy. 

 

1. Anne has got three children. _____ 

2. Her favourite part of the house is the kitchen. _____ 

3. There are two sofas in the living room. _____ 

4. There is a big yellow carpet on the floor. _____ 

5. Anne likes art. _____ 

6. The living room is cold in winter. _____ 

7. The curtains are blue. _____ 

8. There are some pictures on the wall. ______ 

 

II. Speak about your space. (Расскажите о своей комнате). 


